
OOCL Cosco 

 

The future subsidiary of the Chinese Cosco Group OOCL looks forward to the acquisition: Increases in 

transport and sales were reported for 2017. 

 

After the third quarter had gone very well, Hong Kong liner shipping company now also reports 

increased volumes and revenues for the year as a whole with "preliminary figures. Although a slight 

transport minus of 3.3% had to be accepted for the fourth quarter. This is mainly due to a decline in 

intra-Asia and Austral-Asia traffic. For the full year, however, transports increased by 3.6% to 6.30 

million TEU. 

ULCV, Cosco, 20,000, Taurus 

The »Cosco Shipping Taurus«, ULCV delivered in January with 20,000 TEU  

 

The largest growth drivers were the transpacific of 16.3% to 1.81 million TEU and the Asia-Europe 

traffic with 19.7% to 1.14 million TEU. In the trans-Pacific, experts also expect the biggest dominance 

of the new carrier, which results from the combination of Cosco and OOCL. The strongest segment in 

terms of volume remains the Intra-Asia traffic with 3.18 million TEU despite a minus of 8.1%. The 

transatlantic routes accounted for 430,000 TEU (+8.7%). 

 

The results are likely to make the Cosco executives positive, they now apparently take over a carrier 

that has come relatively well through the past year. The EU Commission, the last major competition 

authority, was recently given the go-ahead for the proposed transaction. The purchase price is over $ 

6 billion. Even after a takeover, there are still enough large competitors in the market, it said. 

$ 5.43 billion in sales 

OOCL 

The most recent new building "OOCl Indonesia"  

 

Thanks to transport growth, OOCL also increased revenue. For example, fourth-quarter revenue 

increased 6% to $ 1.38 billion, with a full year's bottom line up 15.4% to $ 5.43 billion. 

 

At $ 2.01 billion (+ 19.9%), the transpacific is the segment with the highest sales. This is followed by 

the intra-Asia offer, which is still developing financially at $ 1.76 billion, up 3.9%, despite declining 

shipments. 

 

However, the largest increase was recorded in Asia-Europe traffic ($ 1.1 billion) at 43.9%. There was a 

slight minus of 4.3% to $ 495,000 only in the transatlantic business. 

 

 


